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- Automated Chemistry Control

The Sense and Dispense™
HL-CHEM is an ORP and pH
sensing kit that is an optional
accessory for the OmniHub®
pool automation controls.

The Hayward® OmniHub® is a
superb value for both new and
existing pool system installations.
With the OmniHub® you can
access, manage, and schedule
pool functions from anywhere via
easy-to-use iOS and Android
smartphones and voice-controlled
devices, including
Amazon® Alexa and
Google® Assistant.
The OmniHub® uses
a control pad
touchscreen as the
main interface. Additional control
is possible through any browser
via haywardomnilogic.com

Use a single system to control a
host of equipment including
variable-speed pumps, heaters,
pool/spa lighting, spa equipment,
AquaRite® salt systems, booster
pumps, landscape lighting,
chemical feed pumps, valves and
water features as well as provide
pH/ORP monitoring
and level sensing.
Bundle Hayward®
products like Variable
speed pumps and
Aquarite systems with
OmniHub® to add
total control at significant cost
savings.

With the Sense and
Dispense™ HL-CHEM, the
OmniHub® can provide a fully
integrated chemistry solution
for your pool controlling both
sanitization and pH balance.
With professional grade probes
the HL-CHEM continuously tests
the pool's sanitization and pH
levels and allows the controller
to automatically generate the
correct amount of chlorine
through a connected AquaRite®
salt chlorination system and
dispense the proper amount of
pH reducer using a chemical
feed device.

An innovative water leveler that
continually
works to
ensure that
your pool or
spa is at its
ideal level with
the level being
monitored and
adjusted
automatically.
Paralevel’s
“posi-click”
adjustment makes it easy to
make a manual adjustment.
Paralevel
offers “SmartSensing”,
which means
it will ignore
water sloshing
in the pool as
it only senses
the pools true
level.
“SmartSensing”
also protects
Paralevel so it will
not cycle on and
off rapidly, like
other levelers. This Inner Float
limits the potential Assembly
for premature failure and
eliminates loud water
hammer that could lead to
damage to plumbing.

High-Quality Design
Delivers Superior Reliability

Features include threaded
internal connections for
pressure testing, an
optional float/bypass valve, a
field-installable
water bonding kit and an
automatic safety bypass
for low water conditions.
Available in white, gray, dark
gray and black.

Bonding Kit

The Hayward®
SKIMMASTER ®
in-ground pool skimmers are
manufactured to rigorous
quality standards. Their
durable, unibody construction
is molded of
rugged ABS
material for allweather
Gray SP1072S2
performance,
with EVA kit
and each
skimmer is offered
with multiple
plumbing connections
for simple installation. Noncorrosive, non-conductive and
virtually indestructible, they’re
the preferred choice of
professional pool
builders.

The
SKIMMASTER ®
SP1072S2
Skimmer boasts one of
the highest flow ratings
in the industry at 75
GPM.

